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TECHNICAL BULLITIN
Seawater Treatment for Coolers
The cause and consequences of the fouling of the seawater systems.
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Seawater antifoulants like Caretreat 5
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Scaling
The build up of water scale in heat
exchangers is often caused by shell
fragments. In most cases, pieces of shell,
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Marine Care – supplying your chemical needs

The ones that develop in the ideal
environment of the seawater system, are
those which cause partial blockage of tubes.
This is closely followed by further build ups
of particles such as sand. At the same time,
local overheating occurs and scale starts to
build up rapidly.

What can be done against fouling?
The use of a suitable product to provide protection against all types of marine fouling scaling and associated
corrosion. Caretreat 5 Seawater, a di
di-amine
amine based product, has the following advantages:
-

effectiveness against large marine animals such as mollusc, crustacean and marine worms

-

broad biocidal activity against bacteria and similar small organism

-

ability to disperse organics and other deposits

-

compatibility with materials of circuit construction

-

environmentally safe

-

economic dosing requirements

-

protects against corrosion
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-

prevents fouling of the entire seawater system

-

prevents scaling of heat exchangers

-

excellent dispersant

-

easily applied liquid
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Caretreat 5 Seawater should be metered into the suction boxes or strainers at the rate of 6 ml/m of seawater flow
over a period of an hour every twenty
twenty-four hours.
Depending of the contents of the Seawater cooling water system, the dosing frequency or dosing time can be altered
for the specific vessel. At port operation the cooling water flow will be much increased, so the dosing rate has to be
increased. On request, this action can be automated. Although fouling is less active in colder waters or during colder
periods dosing should be continued to preven
prevent fouling build up in the system.

Continued on page 3

Marine Care – supplying your chemical needs

Box coolers treated with Caretreat 5 Seawater for 2 and 3 years of operation.

Without treatment 2 years operation

SWT (seawater treatment) - Dosing Equipment
Marine Care supplies SWT dosing equipment for use on board. As well manual, semi- automatic and automatic
operated systems. As a standard the dosing systems are equipped with 1, 2 or 3 outlets for the dosage of the
product on the seawater chests.
On request custom build systems, with up to five (5) outlets can be supplied.

Manual operated

Semi-automatic

Automatic operated

SWT Logo

operated

SWT Automatic plus

SWT Automatic
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